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There are two primary objectives that have influenced the MSC/Space
Station Project Office organization and the manner in which the center inter-
faces with NR. The first objective is to ensure the center's full technical
participation in the study effort and to avail the Study Manager of expertise
from other NASA centers. The second basic objective is to provide a
mechanism for achieving a combined MSC/NR study product.
These objectives have been met by including within the study team repre-
sentatives from the field centers and by assigning Assistant Study Managers
from each appropriate MSC Center Directorate or Office. The Assistant
Study Managers appointed from the technical or scientific organizations
work directly with their NR counterparts as indicated by the dotted lines in
the chart. These personnel have been assigned the technical responsibility
for the study effort , while programmatic responsibility remains within the
Project Office. The Project Support Group provides general support to
the Study Manager in contract monitoring.
An important point regarding Assistant Study Managers is that they have not
been organizationally detached from their respective directorates, which
allows them to obtain technical support from within these line organizations
as well as guidance from their respective management structures. This
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The Modular Space Station Phase B study contains two major elements of
activity. A 10-month conceptual and preliminary design effort is associated
with the modular space station and a parallel activity associated with
advanced development effort related to information management. In the
former, the schedule has been arranged to provide a conceptual analysis
period followed by concept selections (subsystem and system) and culmina-
ting with preliminary design and documentation. Partial mockups of crew,
control, and general purpose laboratories also will be fabricated.
The information management task provides design and fabrication of a
communications terminal breadboard (to be completed in July 1972) and
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INFORMATION MANAGEMENT ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT / -» (COMM TERMINAL
• — ' BREADBOARD
REDUCED PAYLOAD SIZE IMPACT ' ' 6/72)
SORTIE MISSION ANALYSIS/_
81PDS110183
In May of 1971, the study team (MSC/NR) realigned several of the original
statement of work tasks to permit investigation of the sortie mode activity
that could occur between the IOC of the space shuttle and the IOC of the
initial station. In addition, a study of the impact of reduced pay load size





PURPOSE OF SORTIE PAYLOAD TASK
• CANDIDATE PAYLOADS - SHUTTLE TO STATION IOC GAP >3 YEARS
• DETERMINE DEGREE OF COMMONALITY (OR EVOLUTION) OF PAYLOAD
SUPPORT SYSTEMS & STATION MODULES
81PDS110100
The purpose of the added sortie analysis was to identify potential candidate
payloads that could operate during the 1979 to 1982 time period. These
payloads would then be analyzed to determine the degree of commonality
(or noncommonality) between space station modules and subsystems. This
commonality, if it existed, could provide the potential for early verification































PAYLOAD SUPPORT SYSTEMS EVOLUTION
81PDS110)84
Payload support is provided at the system level at a station docking port,
a shuttle orbiter port, or a support section to a free-flying module. Pay-
load support can evolve from a simple structural attachment to the orbiter,
subsystem augmentation to the orbiter, or independent systems, and can





SCOPE OF CURRENT SHUTTLE PAYLOAD STUDIES
SCOPE PARAMETER
TYPE OF PAYLOADS (SOURCES)
AEROSPACE FLEET ANALYSIS (UNMANNED SATELLITES)
NASA BLUE BOOK 1971
SHUTTLE PAYLOAD PLANNING ACTIVITY (II)
OPERATIONAL TIME PERIODS
FIRST 10 PAYLOADS
SHUTTLE TO STATIONS IOC GAP-3 YR
REFERENCE EXPT PROGRAM (1978 • 1990)
MISSION MODES
SHUTTLE SUPPORTED ATTACHED
SHUTTLE SUPPORTED FREE FLYER
STATION SUPPORTED - ATTACHED
STATION SUPPORTED • FREE FLYER
PAYLOAD SUPPORT SYSTEM APPROACHES
PALLETS
MISSION SUPPORT MODULES
PRESSURIZED RAM & RSM
VARIOUS ACCOMMODATION CONCEPTS



































It was recognized at the outset that other studies of shuttle payloads were
being conducted. The NR study was specifically scoped to analyze a
restricted portion of the available source data and concentrated on the
shuttle-to-station IOC period. The sortie missions beyond that time frame
were excluded from the study because of the evolution objective described
previously. In addition, this study was constrained to those sortie missions
that would operate with the payload attached and considered only those












This evolution philosophy is derived from the approach used in the 1971
Blue Book, in which the functional program elements (FPE's) of the earlier














The initial step in the evolution establishes experiment packages that are
fundamental portions of an eventual facility and that are (1) compatible with
the sortie mission mode and (2) provide early low-cost benefits and appli-
cations. These packages (subsequently consolidated with other packages
into combined payloads) were essentially precursors to the initial level of








• BALANCED LOW COST PROGRAM




Level II adds those equipments associated with long-duration or permanent-
type experiments, emphasizing a balanced but low-cost program. In general,


































































A key factor in developing the evolution philosophy for the Earth Observation
FPE is the consideration of the quantity of data to be acquired and the
rapidity with which they must be disseminated to the users . Plotted here,
for a wide range of areas of interest, is the relative maximum permissible
"aging" of various types of data and their relative quantitites. Correspond-
ing Blue Book experiments are indicated at the bottom of the chart. Inherently,
systems that must disseminate data from sensor to user in near real time
are significantly more complex and sophisticated than systems in which
time delays in terms of months or years are permissible. Therefore, the
experiments selected for Level I should be those typical of the right-hand
side of the chart, and those deferred to Level II should be those typical of














LEVEL 1 1 1
• FULL BLUE BOOK CAPABILITY
• INTEGRATED SENSOR GROUPS
• REAL TIME DATA DISSEMINATION
LEVEL 11
AIRLOCK DEPLOYMENT
BLUE BOOK SENSOR GROUPS EVALUATED
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT, POLLUTION MONITORING
71PDS108460
Consequently, the experiments selected for earth observations Level I are
those associated with slowly changing phenomena, such as land-use mapping,
geology, etc. Also selected are precursor experiments such as signature
research and simplified remote sensing techniques. At Level II, more
sophisticated and shorter turnaround experiments are introduced such as
pollution monitoring. The sensors can be deployed in groups, sequentially,
through an airlock, thereby deferring the need for a dedicated RAM. At
Level III, an all-up Earth Observation Facility capable of deploying all



















































Shown here is an example of the evolution philosophy applied to FPE A. 5,
high-energy stellar astronomy. At Level I, equipment associated with the
mapping of unique strong X-ray sources has been selected. This relatively
low-cost equipment requires a moderate level of stability and freedom from
contamination and supports experiments of short duration. Therefore,
Level I is a candidate for a shuttle attached mode.
Level II extends the range of investigation to the higher energies, adding
slightly more sophisticated equipment and more stringent stability and
contamination requirements. It is feasible, however, to operate Level II
in a station attached mode .
Level III adds the remaining FPE A. 5 equipment, extending the experiments
to the low-energy sources. The extreme stability and contamination











PAYLOAD BAY OR AIRLOCK
• MANIPULATOR USED TO DEPLOY
PAYLOAD FROM PAYLOAD BAY
TO AIRLOCK
<$ /$ JK >f1 rj ^-y 1—rt
71PDS108497
The fundamental modes of accommodation provided by the shuttle orbiter
are: (1) pallet-mounted without need for crew physical access and








• EX PER I MENU
EXPMTEQUIPT





• SIMILAR/RELATED SUPPORT REQMTS
• RELATED UNIQUE REQMTS e.g. STAB.
• TOTAL OPERATING TIME REQD































The 145 experiments of the 1971 Blue Book were passed through an initial
screening process that considered cost, complexity, applicability to short
duration, evolution potential, and basic operating time. Sixty-seven
experiments passed this screening and were analyzed for commonality of
equipment and related requirements such as stability and resulted in






















































































The packages were then combined into payloads that desired similar orbital
conditions or were otherwise related. This chart and the following chart
define the payloads established for the 7-day and 30-day payloads. Several
of these payloads (7-day) can be readily accommodated in a pallet mode and
are thus excluded from further analysis in this study, because commonality
of station subsystems or modules is not evident. The crew size identified
is that required as a research crew and does not include the shuttle orbiter
pilot or copilot. A total of 133 to 153 missions can be identified for these .
payloads. The remaining effort will analyze the degree of commonality




















































































































1969 TO 1971 BLUE BOOK IMPACTS
INCREASED SCOPE
EXPERIMENT HOURS ~ 88.000 TO 213,000
NEW DISCIPLINES ~ COMM & NAVIGATION, TECHNOLOGY
ALL-UP LABORATORY CONCEPT
S A T I S F I E D B Y
ACCOMMODATION INNOVATIONS




The guidelines for the Modular Space Station Phase B Extension imposed the
new February 1971 Blue Book as the experiment baseline. Another guide-
line specified that the growth station must be equivalent in capability to that
which had been based on the 19&9 Blue Book. The changes in scope to be
accommodated were: (1) an increase in experiment hours to meet objectives
of approximately 2-1/2 times, (2) addition of a new discipline of communica-
tion and navigation, and (3) the addition of major changes in the advanced
technology discipline. The 1971 Blue Book also presented an all-up labora-
tory concept, which was a slightly different concept from "typical experi-
ments" in the previous 19&9 Blue Book. These changes represented some
sophisticated experiment hardware, but most influencing is the quantity or
duration of experiment activity.
NR satisfied these requirements by creating accommodation innovations that
led to lower requirements and less cost. Where experiment support require-
ments seemed excessive, coordination with the principal members of the
Blue Book Steering Group led to improved interpretations and reduced
requirements. Many of the increases in operational activities can be
accommodated by allowing an increase in the operational time peiicd for





DRIVER ACCOMMODATION BY ALTERNATE IMPLEMENTATION
10a
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An example of the "alternate implementation" mode of accommodation is
depicted here. The driver was the high data rate of the earth observations
FPE. Analysis of the individual experiments (land-use mapping and ocean
resources) yielded no relief; however, further penetration revealed that in
each of high-use experiments, the multispectral scanner instrument was
paramount in producing the high rate of data. An implementation scheme
was developed whereby the station information system was reconfigured to
add a frequency multiplexer that eliminated analog to digital conversion,
utilized the existing audio/video bus, provided a versatility that previously

































































Shown here is the time phasing for the Level II laboratories along with a
coding indicating their mode of accommodation. The first six months are
used in conducting those portions of the physics and technology FPE's
assocated with determining and mapping the external environment of the
station. This clears the way for initiation of critical outward looking
FPE's, such as high energy stellar astronomy (A-5) and earth observations






























































This chart shows the phasing of the Level III laboratories. Several
features are worthy of note. First, the sequencing of the astronomy free-
flyers will permit the time sharing of one or two refurbished RAM's.
Several FPE's ( e .g . , ES-1 and LS-2/5) evolve from a GPL mode at Level II
to a dedicated attached RAM mode at Level III. Finally, the evolution
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It is of interest to compare the evolutionary approach to one that goes
directly to the all-up Level III laboratories. Shown here is the time
phasing for such a program. To make the comparison on an equal basis,
the total operating time for each FPE in this program was made equal to












EXPERIMENT ANNUAL FUNDING COMPARISON
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CALENDAR YEAR
81PDS110191
Plotted here is the annual funding for the two approaches. Not unexpectedly,
the peak funding for the reference program occurs five years later than for
the Level III only program. Therefore, the evolutionary approach will
result in a delay of peak annual funding for experiments beyond the funding
peak for the station but not at the expense of an unbalanced program for
the initial station. The latter program is $136 million greater in total cost
because of the early initiation of full operational costs and the need for




















LEVEL I LEVEL 11 LEVEL 111
81PDS110192
The use of experiment capability plateaus to provide an evolutionary yet
worthwhile program has been demonstrated on previous charts . Use of
these capability levels also provides plateaus in the funding, the effect of
which is presented on this chart. The cost of the Blue Book experiments
for Level I are approximately one-third of the cost of all the experiments
in the Blue Book. When going to Level II, an additional expenditure of
another one-third completes the experiment hardware elements at Level II,






STATION SENSITIVITY TO EXPERIMENT PROGRAM TYPE
SENSITIVITY PROGRAM TYPE
EARLY SOCIO-ECONOMIC HIGH PRIORITY SCIENCE BALANCED EMPHASIS
























CONCLUSION : STATION DESIGN & SUBSYSTEMS RELATIVELY INSENSITIVE TO
EXPERIMENT PROGRAM TYPE
8IPDS110187
At the initiation of the experiment analyses, three types of programs (and
phasing) were postulated: one that emphasized early socioeconomic gains,
one that established the emphasis on scientific gains, and one that com-
bined the two into a balanced emphasis. This analysis was conducted to
establish the degree of sensitivity of a space station designed capability of
utilities, area, and crew to a changing experiment program emphasis.
This chart shows that the levels of the experiment-required accommodations















4. 5 KW (24 HOUR AVERAGE)









6.0KW (24 HOUR AVERAGE)









The experiment support requirements derived from the reference phasing
produced the levels of utilities, area, and crew time shown in this chart.
These requirements have been used in the concept selected for the modular


































OPEN CLASS (BARBELL, CRUCIFORM, TRIMASS) MINIMIZES
OPERATIONAL COMPLEXITY OF ASSEMBLY/RE PLACEMENT
• OPEN CLASS REQUIRES SPECIAL DEVICE APPROACH TO MEET DUAL
SHIRTSLEEVE EGRESS CRITERIA
• BARBELL/CRUCIFORM CONFIGURATIONS PROVIDE EQUIVALENT
BUILD-UP OPTIONS & PLATEAU POTENTIALS
• PROGRAM COSTS/BENEFITS INSENSITIVE TO CONFIGURATION
CHOICE BETWEEN BARBELL/CRUCIFORM
81PDS110194
The Phase A study of the modular space station was conducted from
October 1970 through January 1971 and followed a pre-Phase A analysis
conducted by NASA-MSC. Phase A activity was directed toward establish-
ing feasible concepts for the modular space station and, through analysis
of a wide range of configurations, it was determined that "open" classes
such as trimass or barbell were preferred over "closed" classes such as
a wheel or cube. The Phase A conceptual analysis concentrated on a
cruciform configuration to establish its characteristics, because the
NASA-MSC effort had adequately covered a barbell configuration at a
Phase A level. For the Phase B analysis, the MSC/NR study team decided
to concentrate on the barbell configuration and analyze other configurations











The two concepts are depicted in this chart for the initial space stations.
The distinguishing feature of the barbell is the "stacking" of modules in
the vertical plane, while the cruciform provides attachment of modules
















• EMERGENCY CREW EGRESS
• CREW SUPPORT PROVISIONS

















The assembly period of the modular space station has been constrained by
a guideline that permits only one shuttle orbiter flight over a 30-day period.
This constraint leads to periods of unmanned operation of "piece parts" of
a station which desires to be designed for manned operation as an entity.
The issues of assembly and the role of man in that assembly activity are
compounded by the issues of the unmanned period which desires dormancy
































The functions required during the various phases of buildup impose unique
demands on the vehicle design. The orbiting cluster must have the capa-
bility for attitude stabilization both autonomously and by remote command to
permit shuttle docking. Assurance of a habitable environment to permit
checkout and activation of each added module is necessary. Following solar
array deployment, continuous attitude control and thermal control of the























ISS - "WAKE-UP" RECEIVER
&BUILDUPCOMM







EPS - PRIMARY BUSSES
EMERGENCY STORAGE
G&C - TWO CONCEPTS OR
REDUNDANT EQUIPMENT
RCS - TWO ADDED QUADS







The initial module to be delivered to orbit preferably would have the mini-
mum amount of scar equipment over and above that required for normal
operations. It can be seen that, although the power module provides early
delivery of abundant power, many additional functions must be added to the
module to support that power source. The core module alternative permits






















G&C NO MAJOR SCARS
RCS
ECLSS - POTENTIALLY ACTIVE
THERMAL CONTROL
ISS - "WAKE-UP" RECEIVER
& BUILDUPCOMM







EPS - PRIMARY BUSSES
EMERGENCY STORAGE
G&C - TWO CONCEPTS OR
REDUNDANT EQUIPMENT
RCS - TWO ADDED QUADS














SUBSEQUENT MODULE BUILDUP SELECTION
RATIONALE
• LIMITED ENERGY STORAGE
IN CORE
• COMPLEXITY OF CARGO
RESUPPLY
I POWER MODULE SECOND; |
•EPS CONTROLREQD
• COMPLEXITY OF CONTROL IN
POWER MODULE
I ARRAY RETRACTED!
• NORMAL OPS CONTROL IN SM-1
I^ PRIMARY CONTROL THIRD LAUNCH |
81PDS110097
The delivery of subsequent modules follows a similar logic in limiting scar
equipment. The power module was chosen for the second launch because of
its limited need for added support particularly with the arrays retained in
a retracted condition. The third launch provides a full information sub-






TYPICAL DELIVERY OPERATIONS SEQUENCE
• SHUTTLE TO CLUSTER ASSEMBLY
STATIONKEEP WITH CLUSTER
ATTACH MANIPULATOR TO CORE MODULE
INHIBIT CORE MODULE RCS
BERTH CORE TO SHUTTLE (CORE -X AXIS PORT TO ADAPTER)
ESTABLISH SHUTTLE/STATION INTERFACE CONNECTIONS
• REMOTE ACTIVATION
ACQUIRE RENDEZVOUS ATTITUDE rPCWI IMrnr<tt C5IIITEDIACTIVATE RENDEZVOUS AIDS • CREW INGREbb (bUI I tUIACTIVATtRtNDt^VOUSAlu:, ATMOSPHERE CHECK FOR SHIRTSLEEVE OPS
UNCOVER +Z (MODULE) CORE BERTHING PORT
CHECK TV CAMERA ALIGNMENT AT BERTHING PORT
CREW EGRESS TO SHUTTLE
BERTH MODULE TO CORE MODULE





The activities associated with the third module delivery, assembly crew
ingress, and interface hookup requires approximately 1-1/2 days from the
time of launch (assuming an 8-hour rendezvous time). Two members of





TYPICAL DELIVERY OPERATIONS SEQUENCE (CONT)
SUBSYSTEM ACTIVATION & CHECKOUT
PRIMARY CONTROL, TRANSFER FROM CORE MODULE
ACTIVE THERMAL CONTROL (MODULE RADIATORS)
DEPLOY SOLAR ARRAYS (PARTIAL)
VERIFY AUTOMATIC & MANUAL POSITIONING
TRANSFER FROM FUEL CELL TO PRIMARY POWER
CONFIGURE FOR UNMANNED OPS & SUBS RENDEZVOUS
REDUCE SUBSYS OPS TO MIN REQ
DISCONNECT SHUTTLE/STATION INTERFACE CONNECTIONS
CREW EGRESS TO SHUTTLE
• ORIENT SHUTTLE/STATION FOR SEPARATION
SHUTTLE/STATION SEPARATION
ACTIVATE STATION RCS TO DAMP SEP TRANSIENTS & TO
MAINTAIN ATTITUDE CONTROL




The remaining activities of subsystem activation, checkout, and preparation













The resultant buildup to IOC is summarized on this chart. A potential early
manning plateau exists at Step 4, and the option exists to deliver the Step 5
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The level of activation during each stage of buildup has been limited to that
required for buildup continuation. It will be noted that such functions as
CC>2 management are not activated until buildup is complete and the con-
tinuous manned operations are initiated. Reaction control system (RCS)
usage is limited in the first two deliveries to that required for docking
stabilization. Subsequent quiescent usage of the RCS is required for orbit







The analyses conducted during this study rejected the installation of a
manipulator on the space station and utilized the shuttle orbiter manipula-
tion capability. Berthing the orbiter to the station (-X berthing port)




















• STATION ATTITUDE STABILITY
• SHUTTLE ATTITUDE STABILITY
• SHUTTLE POSITION ACCURACY
• MODULE MANUFACTURING























"0 20 40 60
MODULE LENGTH (FT)
81PDS110200
The potential operational mode of direct docking of modules by a shuttle
orbiter translation maneuver was investigated. The alignment errors in
berthing a 40-foot module dictate a 30-inch spacing between modules,























(A) 3-FOOT LENGTH (5 FOOT
SPACING)
ACTIVE PORT WITH ATTENUATION
SIZED TO MODULE LENGTH DELTAS
CONCLUSIONS
SELECTED 5 FOOT SPACING BUT RETAINED BERTHING MODE AS DESIGN POINT
SYSTEM/CONFIGURATION COMPATIBLE WITH DIRECT DOCKING.
81PDSI10201
Although the berthing mode has been selected for assembly operations, the
spacing of modules has been established at 5 feet to permit the direct
docking option to be exercised. Selection of the direct docking option at a
later design phase would require the addition of attenuation mechanisms

































IMPACTS ALL HARDWARE DESIGN
REQUIRES INDEPENDENT TC
DUAL DEVELOPMENTS
ACTIVE LOOPS + HEAT PIPES








SELECTION CENTRAL ACTIVE THERMAL CONTROL "1
DUAL (H2O & FREON 21) LOOPS
BODY MOUNTED RADIATORS
71PDS108544
Eighteen candidate thermal control concepts were analyzed during the study.
These candidates covered the range of passive systems (heat pipes) and
passive/active systems (heat pipe external, active loop internal) as well as
fully active systems (independent for each module or centralized single
loops or dual loops). Although many advantages can be realized from all of
the candidates, the overriding criteria of minimum development, low cost,
and relative simplicity narrowed the choices down to the selected approach













• CRYOS IN CARGO MODULES
• RESISTOJET WITH N2H4 PACKAGES
• CENTRAL N2H4 IN CARGO MODULE
• ELECTROLYSIS WITH SHARED
DEVELOPMENTS
• REGENERATIVE FUEL CELLS
WITH SHARED ELECTROLYSIS
DEVELOPMENT
• LiOH OPEN O2 & NO
ELECTROLYSIS
• H2 DEPOLARIZER WITH
ELECTROLYSIS
• SABATIER CLOSE O2 CYCLE
• CLOSED H2O CYCLE
c>



























































Forty-one candidate concepts were identified for investigation as integrated
subsystems for the reaction control system (RCS), environmental control
and life support system (ECLSS), and electrical power system (EPS).
Analyses conducted independently within each subsystem reduced this matrix
to nine concepts, which were ranked according to development and initial
5-year operating costs. The nine candidates included (1) cryogenic options
with closed or open C>2 functions and paired with batteries or fuel cells,
(2) hydrazine concepts with options similar to those in item 1, and (3) water
electrolysis options with open or closed C>2 and regenerative fuel cells. The
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Concept 11-2 incorporates an open oxygen cycle in that CO2 reduction
(Sabatier) hardware has been deleted and CC>2 is vented overboard at 10- to
14-hour intervals. The delayed venting is required to prevent contamination
of the environment during experiment operations. This concept is sensitive
to logistics cost variations because of the increased high-pressure oxygen
storage and resupply requirements. Concept 11-2 produces twice the venting













The schematic and the assignment of major hardware to the various sub-
systems are portrayed in the chart.
The EPS will utilize four regenerative fuel-cell assemblies (two for each
volume supplying Bus A and Bus B) each consisting of one fuel cell, elec-
trolysis unit, H2 accumulator, Oo accumulator, and 1/2 of a H^O storage
tank. The assembly can receive and/or supply in an emergency H2, O2> or
H2O to the ECLSS/RCS.
The ECLSS is a closed O2 and H2O concept consisting of an H2 depolarizer
for CO2 removal, Sabatier for CCu reduction, electrolysis for O2 recovery
and for RCS H2/O2 generation, and vapor compression for H2O reclamation.
All resupply gases are by 3000-psia, high-pressure storage.
The RCS stores H2/O2 gases generated at 300 psia by the ECLSS. The
oxidizer/fuel (O/F) ratio has been changed from 3: 1 to 8: 1, which is the
combination ratio of O2 and H2 in order to minimize venting.









EPS • PRIMARY POWER
• SECONDARY POWER
RCS • ORBIT MAKE-UP/CMG DESAT
ECLSS • LEAKAGE MAKEUP; REPRESS; EMERG
• C02 MANAGEMENT
• THERMAL CONTROL
G&C • MOMENTUM EXCHANGE
• NAVIGATION




• 18.7 KW SOLAR ARRAY - 8000 FT2
• 7.0 KW REGENERATIVE FUEL
CELLS (4)
• BIPROPELLANT 02/H2 10 LB THRUST
• HIGH PRESS. STORAGE, N2,H2,02
• HYDROGEN DEPOLARIZER, SABATIER
& ELECTROLYSIS 02 RECOVERY
• CENTRAL, ACTIVE, DUAL FLUID
• DOUBLE GIMBALLED CMC'S (3)
• 6-GYRO STRAPDOWN IMU, STAR
TRACKERS HORIZON TRACKER,
SEXTANT TELESCOPE
• CENTRAL PROCESSOR, DATA BUS
• NARROW BEAM STEERABLE Ku
BAND; S-BAND & VHF SEMI-
DIRECTIONAL
• UNIVERSAL MULTI-FORMAT CONSOLES
8IPDSII0202
The major elements of the subsystems for the MSS are identified on this
chart. Elements not discussed previously include the 8000 ft^ light-weight
solar array, which produces 18. 7 kw at end-of-life (5 years). The guidance
and control function utilizes three double-gimbaled 2000 ft-lb sec CMC's for
momentum exchange and relies on strapdown gyros and star and horizon
trackers for navigation. A backup manual sextant telescope also provides
calibration capability. The information subsystem employs central
processing utilizing a data bus concept (2 x 10^ EPS) with remote acquisition
and control units. Communication with TDRS is through a 5-foot-diameter

















D PERSONNEL ESCAPE ROUTES
(B-1.2)
1 4 F T D I A X 5 8 F T , 20;000 LB
• AT LEAST 6 CREWMEN
• GENERAL PUR POSE LAB
• AT LEAST 2 RAMS
• CAPABILITY FOR GROWTH
• 12 CREWMEN
• INTEGRAL LAB FACILITIES
• RAM SUPPORT PROVISIONS
•33 FT DIA HABITABILITY EQUIVALENT
• 2 SEPARATE, PRESSURIZED, HABITABLE
• INDEPENDENT LIFE SUPPORT
• ESSENTIAL SERVICES
• 2 OR MORE FROM EVERY COMPARTMENT OR
AREA WITH RESTRICTED ACCESS
• 2 ROUTES FROM EACH HAZARDOUS SITUATION
NOT TERMINATING IN A COMMON MODULE AREA
81PDS110203
The configuration concepts of the Phase B studies of both the Saturn-launched
and shuttle-launched station ^have been characterized by three major guide-,
lines: the provision of dual volumes, dual egress, and personnel escape
routes. These particular guidelines have been adhered to stringently in the











As was previously stated, the Phase B Modular Station study concentrated
on the barbell configuration with deviation to other configurations as poten-





































The analyses identified several configuration dependent issues that were
driving the barbell station design to an unwieldy and highly complex system.
The impulse requirements for the barbell, which are reflected in gaseous
storage accommodations, approximately doubled those required for the
cruciform. High momentum exchange requirements also were identified for
the barbell. The configuration analyses resulted in two core modules for the
initial station, resulting in a repressurization volume for the barbell of
almost twice that of the cruciform. Of major concern was the natural
frequency of the barbell, which maximized at less than 1/2 Hertz against a
desired greater-than-1 Hertz. A further complication existed in that for the









STAT ION MODULES ±Z
CARGO & RAM ±Y
/1PDS110015
The cruciform was selected for preliminary design because of the major
reductions in the influencing parameters previously discussed. The special
modules required for the initial station are the 40-foot core and the 37-foot
power module. Four station modules (denoted as SM-1 theough SM-4) are
common modules. Cargo and RAM modules, located on the Y-axis ports,
















. 104 FT 7 IN
j- '^.-f
•26 FT—



























The initial station dimensional characteristics are shown on this chart.
Dimensions of RAM and cargo elements are potentially the same as those





STATION MODULE DESIGN DRIVERS








PRESSURE SHELL - PRIMARY STRUCTURE
FLOOR - SECONDARY STRUCTURE







14 FT DIA SHELL
15 FT DIA LOCAL PROTRUSIONS
81PDS110207
The common module is required to accommodate several primary conditions.
It is designed such that the pressure shell assumes all primary structure
loads. Floors and partitions are thus secondary structural elements. In
addition, the structure must provide radiation protection on orbit and meet
the shuttle orbiter crash-landing condition in the event of return from orbit
















EARTH TRAPPED 39. 2 REM
GALACTIC COSMIC .7 REM
SOLAR FLARE 6LOREM
TOTAL 101. 0 REM
EYE
EARTH TRAPPED 39. 2 REM
GALACTIC COSMIC .7 REM
40. 0 REM
SOLAR FLARE 6LO











The radiation criteria for the modular station is established by the Guide-
lines and Constraints document. Making use of the NASA TMX 53865,
adequate protection from earth-trapped, galactic cosmic, and one solar
flare radiation for skin and marrow can be achieved with a structure
possessing a 1 gm/cm2 density. Goggles will be required to protect the
eyes from the solar flare. Because the source data was for thick ends of a
cylindrical vehicle (100 gm/cm2), a safety factor of 25 percent was added
by NR. The resultant 1.25 gm/cm2 can be achieved with an equivalent of








































The module has been designed for low-cost monocoque construction using
0. 145-inch 5052 aluminum alloy augmented by an 0. 030-inch aluminum
meteoroid bumper. Three frames are utilized external to the pressure
shell, which accommodate the shuttle attach points and manipulator sockets.








(1) PRIVATE AREAS (E.G.. STATEROOMS) SHOULD BE AWAY FROM HIGH
TRAFFIC/NOISE AREAS (E.G.. AISLES, DINING-RECREATION)
(2) FLEXPORTS SHOULD ENTER INTO PUBLIC AREAS
(3) GALLEY AND DINING ADJACENT FACILITIES
(4) PERSONAL HYGIENE SHOULD BE NEAR STATEROOMS
(5) CONTROL CENTERS SHOULD BE NEAR STATEROOMS
(6) DIMENSIONAL CRITERIA (CEILING HEIGHT 82 IN. MAIN DECK
GENERAL MOBILITY AREAS)
8IPDSI10209
Early in the study, a detailed analysis was conducted to establish those
functions that required adjacency, those that were improved by adjacency,
and those that required separation. The privacy of staterooms and the
traffic flows associated with crew activities were established generically,
and these requirements were imposed on the design. Mitigating factors,
such as subsystem separation between volumes and the restrictions imposed
































































Accommodation of the requirements denoted in the previous chart are
exemplified by the circled numbers on this chart. It should be noted that
despite deactivation of a volume, the remaining volume retains the function
of crew quarters (double occupancy), control, waste management, air






















The crew/control module (SM-1) contains a commander/executive type
stateroom and two crew staterooms. These are provided in a split-level
arrangement and have been mocked up by NR to assure their acceptability.
The waste management equipment is located below deck near the personal
hygiene area, which precludes the existence of a sewage system. The
control center, data analysis, and the photo laboratory occupy the remainder


















 WASTE MANAGEMENT EQUIPMENT
81PDS110212
Module SM-4 is essentially a duplicate of SM-1 in relation to staterooms,
hygiene, and the control center. The medical and crew care function has















The laboratory module also houses the air revitalization equipment
management and atmosphere control). Module SM-2 incorporates the
mechanical and optical/electrical general purpose laboratory area and
provides an area for the earth observation laboratory and biosciences











































The installation of earth observation equipment is shown in this chart.
Stowage of sensors not in use is provided, and control of the experiment is
















The remaining module (SM-3) provides laboratory facilities for the physics
and biomedical experiments. The zenith airlock is located at the laboratory
end. The air revitalization equipment for Volume 1 is below deck in this





EXAMPLES OF COMMERCIAL EQUIVALENTS
• BIOMEDICALAREA-SM-3
STORAGE CAB I NETS DRAWERS















The installation ot biomedical equipment in the SM-3 laboratory is shown on
this chart. This particular installation represents the use o£ existing or












The core module is separated into two compartments by a central EVA/IVA
airlock. Fuel cells, inverters, and electrolysis units are located on the
airlock bulkheads in each compartment. Low-pressure accumulators
(300-psi) for the EPS and RCS are installed in the core. Installation of the
guidance and control trackers and gyros is provided, and the CMC's are















BOOM (31 FT 3 IN.) •
8000 FT2 SOLAR ARRAY (26 FT WIDE PANELS)
10,000 FT2 SOLAR ARRAY (GROWTH)
(32 FT WIDE PANELS)
AIR DUCT(20 IN. x 6 IN:
BOOM 80 IN. IDX 88 IN. O
— BERTHING INTERFACE
HATCH (IN CORE MOD)







The power module contains four high-pressure tanks for repressurization
of one module of the station. The solar arrays in the retracted position are















Growth station capability is achieved by the addition of two station modules
with crew quarters and life support and by the addition of a short core with







MODULAR CONCEPT • INTERMODULE DEPENDENCY





• SHUTTLE LAUNCH FREQUENCY
• CHECKOUTS QUIESCENCE
GROWTH .INITIAL STATION SCAR
• BUILDUP DELAY
7IPDS1I0077
Complexity of the modular space station derives from several sources:
(1) the modularity of the vehicle presents unique requirements for which
solutions tend toward the complex; (2) the process of buildup fosters
operational complexity as well as design complexity; and (3) the require-
ment for growth after a period of operation at an initial plateau presents














It would be desirable from a design and operational viewpoint to create a
configuration in which each module is self-contained and completely inde-
pendent. The power requirements of individual modules are of sufficient
magnitude that individual power supplies are impractical, however, and
data and command interchange between modules is unavoidable and in some
cases mandatory. These requirements and others impose the need for
transfer of power, information fluids, and gases across the berthing inter-
face. The availability of utilities at the interface also is fundamental to the
station support function for the experiments. Without this support the
experiment modules (RAM's) would be forced to provide their own utilities
with the weight and complexity that follows.
The emergency provisions for the modular station are no more stringent
than those required for the 33-foot station. However, certain of these
create complex arrangements, both internal and external, which lead to
further analysis of the justification for the requirement. The repressuriza-
tion stores at the station are provided to permit repressurization of either
volume following its evacuation. The need for evacuation based on an
accident or malfunction is not questioned; however, following repressuriza-





Because the mission is unavoidable, repressurization through resupply by
a logistic mission appears to be a viable approach, thus eliminating the
complexity of storage, control, monitor, etc. , from the basic station and
permitting these functions to be done on the ground.
The precept of two separate isolatable volumes has existed since the initia-
tion of the Phase B studies. This "volume" division produces complicated
arrangements in subsystems and habitable areas and essentially controls
the locations of functions. In neither the 33-foot station study nor the
modular study has NR deviated from this requirement; however, the poten-
tial of simplicity in operation (while retaining the element of crew safety
desired) could perhaps be achieved by providing a refuge area while cor-









SM-1 SM-3 SM-4 CREW/CARGO
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SHUTTLE f A T C i I B O
PAD#1
PAD #2
• DELETE ALL BUILD-UP SCAR
• IOC 35 DAYS AFTER 1ST LAUNCH
81PDS110112
The launch frequency of one shuttle flight in 30 days has created buildup
scars in the configuration. The 300-psi accumulators must be increased
to the 3000-psi capability for buildup; a special atmosphere monitor system
is required in the core; special batteries, inverters, and a unique informa-
tion and RF command system are needed. A less complex approach
maximizes the shuttle launch frequency during buildup (through the use of
three orbiters) and eliminates all scar. With the projected time period of
































MSS SECOND QUARTER CONCLUSIONS
EXPERIMENT CAPABILITY PLATEAUS—PROGRAM FLEXIBILITY
SORTIE PAYLOADS—-COMMONALITY AND EVOLUTION POTENTIAL
LONG BUILD-UP & GUIDELINES—-COMPLEXITY AND SCARS
SUBSYSTEM SELECTION—-LOW COST AND EFFICIENT
CRUCIFORM CONCEPT—-MINIMIZES DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
81PDS11022I
The activities to date have established that a minimum cost program of
experiments can be achieved by utilizing the plateaus developed and that
sortie payloads can be potentially evolutionary toward those plateaus in both
objective accomplishment and system/subsystem equipment commonality.
It has been seen that the buildup frequency and the requirements defined by
the guidelines have produced complexity and scars that can be minimized by
guideline changes with minimum compromise.
The subsystem selections reflect the use of low development cost plus low
operational costs for the initial five years of operation, and, by selection







REDUCED PAYLOAD SIZE IMPACT STUDY COMPLETION
PRELIMINARY DESIGN COMPLETION
SORTIE FINAL CONCEPTS INTEGRATION
NASA EARTH ORBITAL SYS TECHNOLOGY TEAM REVIEW
MOCKUP COMPLETION












The remaining activities for the Space Station Phase B extension are listed.
The payload reduced size impact study will be completed 1 September 1971
and documented by 17 September 1971. An item of note is the Technology
Team review now scheduled for 6 October. The mockup review at the end





MSS MOCKUP & DISPLAY AREA
MODULAR SPACE STATION
CONFERENCE ROOM & OFFICE
TOROID
ACCESS PLATFORM ENTRANCE
33 FT DIA SPACE STATION
DECKS 1, 2, 3&4
•RESTROOMS
71PD110028
The mockup of the NR modular space station will be located adjacent to the
33-foot-diameter mockup, which is housed at Seal Beach, California. Two








The modules selected for mockup are: (1) the crew/control module (SM-1),
which houses the data analysis and photo laboratory, and (2) the laboratory
module SM-2, which incorporates the mechanical, optical laboratories, and






SINGLE ORBIT (6 TO 12 MAN GROWTH) VS TWO ORBITS (ONE 6-MAN EACH ORBIT)
GUIDELINE RE-EVALUATION - BUILDUP PHILOSOPHY
-EMERGENCY PROVISIONS
INFLUENCE OF EXPERIMENT ACCOMMODATION AND OPERATION ON SHUTTLE INTERFACE
1 9 7 0 I 1 9 7 1 I
CARGO MODULE |
| STATION MODULES & ASSEMBLY
|SORTIEEXPTPAYLOADS>
81PDSI10222
In conducting the Space Station studies, several concepts have arisen that
should be given consideration in future programmatic studies. First, the
desirable experiment orbital parameters indicate that there are possibly
two regimes (orbital inclination) instead of one in which the experiments
would like to be operated. Therefore, instead of increasing the size of the
initial station, to 12, a more effective operation might be to have two six-man
stations in different orbits.
Sensitivities studies of the guidelines imposed on the Modular Space Station
have shown that the buildup philosophy and emergency provisions can be a
major design driver;. therefore, consideration of buildup as a short-duration,
high-activity, single-program event should be given serious consideration.
Also, with three or four years of operational Shuttle experience completed,
the need for certain emergency provisions onboard the Station should be
given special attention. Ground basing of these emergency provisions may
be more than adequate.
Another area that appears to need greater definition and understanding is the
impact of experiment accommodation and operation on the Shuttle interface.





module conceptual design in the option period to the original Space Station
study. Although the cargo module interface was simple in design, it did
uncover many design and operational constraints. The most in-depth study
of station modules as payloads and the role of the Shuttle in Station assembly
has provided additional requirements to that interface. The recent sortie
experiment payload analysis has indicated an even more complex interface
and critical requirements imposed on the Shuttle as it tends to approach the
role of a 7-day Space Station. The degree to which the Shuttle design and
operations are compatible with experiments can have a great influence on the






? OPERATIONAL LOG I STIC MODEL?
DISTRI BUT ION CENTER
SPACE-BASED
DISTRI BUT ION CENTER
GROUND-BASED






Although analyses show that a large portion of the Blue Book experiments
can be accommodated by the Shuttle, the inherent increased effectiveness
of a space-based distribution center is not too well understood or has not
been adequately defined. It may be more efficient to operate certain experi-
ments on a Space Station or to utilize a Space Station as a service distribu-
tion center for free-flying modules. This simplifies the payload and
scheduling of Shuttle flights on the ground with the variation in requirements
being satisfied at the Station. The other mode is to have the distribution
center located on the ground and each mission configured for its special
service and maintenance sortie. The possibility of just transporting a
simple fluid such as water to orbit and to transform the water to hydrogen
and oxygen fuel for the use of a centralized power source could be a much
simpler operation than cryogenic transfer in orbit.
The effectiveness of a commonality or evolutionary program is very difficult
to assess and is dependent upon the program structure. For example, if all
the elements to be developed are part of one program, then it is easy to
determine the proper cost reduction. However, if the common elements or
evolutionary elements are related to different programs, then it is very
difficult to define and achieve the increased effectiveness because of argu-
ments over which program will support the initial development cost.
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